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022 is a pivotal year for CFOs. While the pandemic itself has abated, the long-term impacts present
ongoing challenges with rapidly evolving needs of clients, employees, competitors and boards. As
sustainable finance is shifting to the forefront, CFOs must steward both the financial performance and green
finance principles into practice.
What role will data analytics, hyper automation, AI, cloud and security tech play in CFOs’ strategies as they
navigate choppy waters? How will the impact of climate change and the role of shareholders, prospective
investors and consumer sentiment influence the role of the CFO?
And now there is an additional layer of uncertainty, with the ongoing Ukraine crisis having sent shockwaves
through the global economy. Could the invasion spark a global financial crisis? Join us at the Asian Insurance CFO
Summit 2022 to discuss trends and key challenges to expect in the near and long term.
Special address: CFOs’ roadmap for the future
Keeping up with the evolving role of the CFO in the new world of finance
The CFO’s guide to digital strategy - maximising the return on digital investments
CFO – CIO relationship key to digital success
Finance 4.0: How can mid-market CFOs embrace automation
The Ukraine crisis: Assessing the impacts
Achieving resilience through business composability
What should be colour of the robe that stands out? Finance Savvy; Biz Acumen or Compliance
Panel on the sanctions-savvy CFO
Panel: The six things that successful insurance CFOs must do
• Juggling capital demands, regulatory compliance, protecting sensitive financial data, how to deal with a 		
ransom/cyber attack, attracting and retaining the best financial team/HR
Cybersecurity for the CFO: Guide to managing cyber risks and building cyber resilience
• The financial risks of cybersecurity
• How CFOs can protect finances from Cyberattacks
• Cybersecurity questions to ask
Panel: CFOs taking a leading role in ESG
• How insurance CFOs can embed ESG into finance and the wider business
• Building the right ESG framework: what are some of the key considerations?
• A look at how digital transformation is enabling these changes within finance

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulators
Investment Managers
Financial Executive
Management Consultants
Industry Actuaries, Accountants, and Tax Managers
Service Providers to the Insurance Industry
CFOs, CEOs and COOs of Insurance & Reinsurance Companies
Virtual experience

Log on and watch anytime, anywhere

Watch online and on demand

Access anywhere. Easy access to
the event all around the globe
through desktop, laptop, tablet
or mobile phone!

Need to step away? Want to go
back and watch something again?
You can! Watch sessions again on
demand after the event

Networking opportunities available
Your gateway to the world –
networking opportunities have
been arranged for a more engaging
experience

